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Spell checkers

Fran"."

Easy -to -use spell checker
with 500,000 -word thesaurus
Spelling Ace SA -98. Just enter a word the way it
sounds. Instantly, the display confirms your spelling or
shows a list of spelling suggestions. Built-in cross-
word solver works just as simply-enter the known
letters of a word, and get back a list of words that
would fit. Spelling correction for 110,000 words.
Helps with sound -alike words and hyphenation. Re-
quires 4 "W" batteries. Was $29.99 in '99 Catalog.

63-677 New Low Price! 24.99
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Fran"-
Children's spell checker plus
Webster's® Elementary Dictionary
ES -90. Created especially for school children, ages 6
through 13. Builds essential skills in spelling, vocabu-
lary and dictionary usage. Comes with a 587 -page
children's illustrated dictionary. When a word is en-
tered in the spell checker, the display also shows the
page in the dictionary where the definition and re-
lated colored pictures appear. Spelling correction for
50,000 words. Requires 4 "AAA" batteries.
RSU 11559648 39.99

Fran"rn
Websters®
spell checker
and directory
NCS-101Plus. Provides
spelling correction for
110,000 words. Gives
help with "sound -alike"

words like write/right/rite. Built-in phone directory
stores up to 100 names and phone numbers.
Instantly recalls any name/number. Crossword puzzle
solver and 6 word games. Calculator with currency
and metric conversions. RSU 11981198 19.99

Translators

Ideal for language students,

teachers, business people, travelers

SII
Seiko Instruments

alnn Translations
with the wave
of a wand!
Quicktionary- Spanish/
English translator QT-1000SE.
Leave your Spanish/English dic-
tionary closed when you sit

down to do a translation-It'll slow you way down. Simply
pass the scanning head of the QT-1000SE over a written
word or idiomatic phrase; the translation instantly appears
in the display window. Translates in both languages. Over
400,000 words and phrases in each language. Right- and
left-handed modes. Reads multiple fonts, sizes.
RSU 12139481 229.99
Quicktionary translators also available in French/English, German/
English, Italian/English and others from RadioShack Unlimited.

S I I 0.1.1
Seiko Instruments

English/Spanish
translations based
on Berlitz® method
TR-2201. Features 40,000

words and 300 travel phrases based on material licensed
from Berlitz, world-famous for their method of teaching
foreign languages. The Spanish phrases are broken down
into 10 practical categories, from asking for directions to or-
dering food in a restaurant. New EZ-LEARN teaching sys-
tem makes learning the Spanish language fun and fast!
Built-in calculator with metric and currency conversions;
programmable to convert up to five foreign currencies to
and from US dollars. 63-2117 24.99

I-II
Five -language
translator with
data bank
TWE-106. Translates between
English, Spanish, French,
German and 1*.alian. 175,000

word translations and 4,000 of the most useful travel
phrases. Rolodex databank stores up to 100 names and
phone numbers. Built-in calculator has functions for metric
and currency conversions. RSU 12043345 24.99

CUESTION:

V/here can I learn more about
Me Franklin and Seiko products
on this page?

Q&A

< NSWER:

t4sit the Franklin Electronic Publisher, Corp.
Web site at: http://www.franklin.com

The Seiko Instruments, Inc. Web site can be
found at http://www.SEIKO-USA-cpd.com/cpd

Crossword puzzle solver

FraBaam

A quarter of a
million answers
CWP-200. Over 250,000
words, facts and phrases in
crossword categories such

as sports, famous people, geographic names, current
events, history, art and more. Supplies missing letters
for suggested crossword solutions. Just enter the let-
ters you know and a "?" for those you don't. Display
shows a short list of words that fit. Includes aids for
playing Jumble® word game and Scrabble®.

RSU 10287670 39.99
Pocket version CWP-106. As above, but small
enough to slip into a pocket. RSU 12139457, 29.99

Homework helpers

Fran" -
Kids look up
words without
knowing how to
spell them!

Homework Wiz KID -210. Advanced phonetic spell
checking makes it possible for young students (ages
6 and up) to use homework tools that older students
take for granted. Spelling correction for nearly 50,000
words. Easy -to -understand dictionary definitions with
parts of speech. Five word games that build spelling
and vocabulary skills. Handwriting animation teaches
print and cursive handwriting. Requires 4 "AAA" bat-
teries. 63-2145 24.99

Fran'-'--
- Speaking

HomeworkHomework Wiz -
KID -240. Makes homework
fun! Pronounces words and
definitions; produces sound
effects. Spelling correction
for up to 50,000 words with

40,000 easy -to -understand definitions. Tutoring ani-
mation teaches print and cursive handwriting. De-
fines sound -alike words. Plays five challenging and
entertaining word games. For ages 6 and up.
RSU 12139440 59.99

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door horn RadioShack Unlimited'" or see our selection of products at RadioShack.com.Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


